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FOREWORD
TO INNOVATE MEANS TO RISE TO THE CONSTANT CHALLENGE OF A
DEMANDING ENVIRONMENT AND PROVIDE NEW SOLUTIONS TO EVERY
PROBLEM.

“They didn’t know it was impossible, so they did it”
Mark Twain

All companies are now confronted with the necessary acceleration of their development cycles, the emergence of new businesses, the reconfiguration of their economic landscapes, the internationalization of their markets, an unprecedented proliferation of standards, etc. The one thing common to all these challenges is the crucial role of information.
The control and optimal use of information are at the heart of the success of a 21st century organization. The ivory towers of
R&D have come crashing down, the time of passive end users is long gone; we have entered the era of conversation from start
to finish of the product cycle, of networking, of value creation based on the flow of information: data is the new “black gold” to
be explored and exploited.
Sogeti helps its customers with their projects through an empirical and sustainable innovation process applied to their information systems. Empirical because innovation is often the result of a happy combination of requirement and expertise. Sustainable
insofar as accumulated feedback leads to tried and tested solutions and methodologies adopted by the entire market.
All projects presented herewith are milestones in this innovative approach which enables Sogeti and its customers to constantly
renew themselves. They are also a shining example of the talent of Sogeti teams and their passion for the technologies of the
future. Finally, they attest to the confidence that major players of the European industrial sector have shown in us.

Philippe Tavernier
CEO, Sogeti France
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In the past, users operating in the private or corporate domain were restricted in terms of technological response to “all” their needs.
The current offer, which includes an increasing number of new paradigms and technologies, creates new forms of usage and behavior. Therefore, the challenge lies in the control of these concepts as much as their actual application.

INNOVATION CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES

CONTROL AND DEPLOY
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BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

CONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIES

FOLLOWING AN INITIAL PHASE DEDICATED TO THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES, WE HAVE ENTERED
THE “BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY” ERA*

INNOVATION IS SUBJECT TO MANY NON-SPECIFIC
CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

INNOVATION CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES

IT INVENTIONS
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

IT INCREASES THE
SPEED OF BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION
AND CREATES
OPPORTUNITIES.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
DRIVE IT INVESTMENTS.
THE NEW FORMS OF USAGE
ARE THE DRIVERS OF THESE
OPPORTUNITIES.

1960

ENDOGENOUS

EXOGENOUS

New product
New service
Key resources
IT renewal
New customer
International deployment
Consumers 2.0
Merger

Acquisition
Competitive position
Technological breakthrough
Newcomers
Competitiveness
European Directives
Legislator
Standards

2007
All these elements highlight internal and external factors.

* The target is a business innovation which closely combines the appearance of new business
opportunities or new forms of usage with the use of existing or emerging technologies.

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

IT TO SUPPORT BUSINESS INNOVATION

INNOVATION CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES

• New businesses. They appear every day and compete with or replace former businesses.
• Corporate mergers and acquisitions. Sharing different cultures is a source of innovation.
• Supporting a partner on the international stage. The international dimension is conducive to cultural exchanges and the
sharing of ideas.
• Population pyramid and scarcity of expert or atypical resources. This evolution facilitates the emergence of new practices or
new forms of usage and services.
• Arrival of newcomers in a sector. This change of paradigm involves constant questioning and a need for excellence.
• Legislative context (Deregulation/Compliance with European and social standards). The evolving civil society requires new
responses.
• Accelerated pace of new product releases. This need is incompatible with a traditional approach.
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APPROACH TO INNOVATION

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

• Encourage curiosity and creativity by establishing optimal conditions for providing our customers with
new services.
• Exchange and share to enhance the intellectual heritage of the company and of each professional.
• Implement ideas in a concrete and operational manner.
• Promote the expression of new ideas to maintain the momentum.

INNOVATION POLICY

For Sogeti’s professionals, innovation is a lever which helps make the most of existing or emerging technologies. Embraced at
the company’s top level, the founding principles which structure the group’s innovation policy are as follows:
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SOGETI’S APPROACH
TO INNOVATION

DEFINITION OF
THE INNOVATION PROCESS

AN APPROACH ENCOURAGING CREATIVITY
THROUGHOUT THE COMPANY

A SIMPLE AND OPERATIONAL PROCESS TO FOLLOW
THROUGH ON IDEAS

IDEA
CREATION

HYPOTHESES

DEVELOPMENT

TEST

LAUNCH

POSTLAUNCH

BUSINESS
INNOVATION
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SORED

TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION

INNOVATION POLICY

SOGETI RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

AN INTEGRAL
PART OF THE
GROUP’S
STRATEGY

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TO GUARANTEE COHERENCE.
FUNDING ASSOCIATED WITH EACH PROJECT

PART OF OUR DNA

• MULTI-SECTOR INNOVATION
CLUB

• PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

• GENERATION OF IDEAS
• NETWORKS OF INNOVATORS

• CUSTOMER
CONTEXT
INTEGRATION

• PROJECT NUGGETS

• TECHNICAL

• TECHNOVISION

FEASIBILITY STUDY

• CROWD SOURCING

• DEVELOPMENT METHODS

• PERFORMANCE REVIEW

• MODELING

• DEPLOYMENT

• POC

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION
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INNOVATION POLICY

ECONOMIC
MODEL
INNOVATION
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PROJECTS PERCEIVED AS CREATIVITY CATALYSTS

• A “snapshot” of the progress and status of selected innovation projects.
• A brief assessment of their performance and subsequent stages required.

L’INNOVATION
SOGETI : INSIGHT
CHEZON
SOGETI
INNOVATION
EN 2009

The domains tackled by the projects are extremely varied and can address purely technological issues relating to sustainable
development or corporate social responsibility, which illustrates that any modification or change can generate innovation.

LES PROJETS 2008-2009
PROJECTS

Sogeti constantly assesses the different innovation projects shortlisted by the Innovation and Research Unit.
This section presents:
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PROJECT :
TABLE SURFACE - OCX

MAIN RESULTS
ORGANIZATION CHART DEMONSTRATOR
Original solution in the form of a star with multi-touch browsing.
Technical developments have allowed us to comprehend useful notions for the prototype scheduled in
phase 2. It is easily accessible to users after a brief demonstration and highlights the specific interface
characteristics of the Surface table.

“HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF ERGONOMIC CONCEPTS TO CREATE
NEW FORMS OF USAGE ?”

SCHEDULE DEMONSTRATOR
The demonstrator can be used to present a collaborative schedule management tool, but the application
is not yet completely stable.

OBJECTIVES
Implement a new version of the OCX application concerning train schedules, i.e.
the traffic forecast and monitoring of all chartered trains, commercial or otherwise.
This is the core business. A schedule takes the form of an interactive schedule
illustrating train sequences and governed by complex management and interaction
rules specific to each area of activity (freight, regional, high-speed trains, etc.).
CHALLENGES
Simplify, modernize and update train schedules.

PROTOTYPE
The graphic design component is interfaced on an existing application and makes it possible to display an
extremely simplified schedule sheet. Research corresponding with the objectives is ongoing.

INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH
EXPLORATION
Objectives

Achievements

• Discovery: confront technical reality and WPF/SURFACE interface (tactile).
• Creation of demonstrators: outline technical solutions and validate operating methods in conjunction with the users.
• Organization chart demonstrator.
• Schedule demonstrator.

PROTOTYPE
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• Apply these solutions to an actual case: the schedule chart.
• An advanced schedule visualization and manipulation WPF prototype (for office workstation) in accordance
with quality requirements.
• A Framework of tools and best practices applicable to a project context.

PROJECT
“Traditional”
project
approach

• Detailed specifications.
• Estimate.
• Implementation.

Deliverables

• A graphic design component which can be adapted to and interfaced with schedule design tools, providing
a wealth of user experience.

PROJECTS

Achievements

• After the demonstrators, examine the interface and technical solutions in greater detail.

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION
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PROJECTS

Well-structured
research
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PROJECT : IRIS
INTEGRATION RECOGNITION
INFORMATION SYSTEM

MAIN RESULTS
PROTOTYPE ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROJECT
Objectives achieved for real time management with regard to the components to be operated. Somewhat
disappointing performance of the application, due to the impossibility of making the operated modules
independent; however, good persistence between the data and objects. Ultimately, the components
implemented in the Framework make it possible to respond to the expectations of the project in terms of
real time and interface restitution.
BUSINESS PROTOTYPE
Successful integration of new components usable from the model, thanks to the anticipation of the Framework’s definition.
Integration of the LINK to SQL system, making it possible to manage access to Oracle databases in real time.

“WHAT LEVEL OF AUTOMATION IS BEST FOR OPERATORS AND
THEIR CUSTOMERS ?”

TOLL LANES REJECTION
LANES FLEXIPLUS LOUNGE

REGISTRATION

XPS VIEWER

CORE PRESENTATION

CHALLENGES
Simplify, accelerate and customize the customer’s journey and associated
communication. Reduce congestion upon arrival in the station and boarding terminals. Harmonize and simplify operating methods.
Optimize and anticipate capacity management via the individual monitoring of customers in real time on the terminals. These challenges reflect
the desire to harmonize communication with freight customers and tourist
passengers, as well as support the operators’ interventions by automating
repetitive tasks.

USER INTERFACE SERVICES

DOCUMENT SERVICES
XPS DOCUMENT

application
services

CONTROLS

PACKAGING
SERVICES

deployment

LAYOUT

IMAGING

service

2D

XPML

AUDIO
TEXT

EFFECTS

VIDEO

3D

ACCESSIBILITY

ANIMATION

INPUT & EVENTS

VISUAL PRIMITIVES

PROPERTY SYSTEM
PROPERTY
ENGINE

DWM

input/eventing
system

MEDIA INTEGRATION LAYER
NET FRAMEWORK

DIRECT 3D

WINDOWS VISTA

LIFE MESSAGE

This will be a three-phase process:
• Implementation only phase relating to the customer’s project.
• Phase during which the Framework will be standardized for all stakeholders in the same business domain who may wish to
migrate to these technologies.
• Global standardization phase for extrapolation to all customers who wish to use these technologies.

validation

definition

validation

globalization

*4
validation

FLEXIPLUS

REGISTRATION
AU MC 5

*3
QUEUING SYSTEM

specification

SDG

customer poc

design

development

customer poc standardization

development

customer poc extrapolation

CHEK - OUT
VOIES

development

modeling

modeling

design

modeling

design

TERMINAL
TRAFFIC SERVER
SUBSCRIPTION
REQUEST

PROFILE
SETTINGS

SDA
SERVER

*1 = UPON SUBSCRIPTION, RETRIEVAL OF THE
PROFILE, ROLE AND TERMINAL STATUS.
TERMINAL
TRAFFIC
VIEWER

*2 = PERIODIC DIFFERENTIAL UPDATE
*3 = REPORTING OF MAJOR EVENTS

ISIS

*1

*2

*4 = VA REPORTING / ACTIVE VM

Business iteration associated with the customer’s project

Standardized business iteration

Framework

standardization iteration

Definition, operation and integration of the new Microsoft technologies (currently in a non-finalized version) which will ultimately
allow us to propose innovative applications to our customers.
A number of problems encountered have been reported to the publisher’s laboratories and will be resolved in future versions.

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

REGISTRATION
NUMBER
SERVER

PROJECTS

RIS
SERVER
integration

PROJECTS
SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION
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INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH

WINDOWS VISTA DISPLAY DRIVER (LDDM)

REGISTRATION
MOTORWAY EXIT PASSENGER
BUILDING BORDER CONTROL
STORAGE RELEASE

GENERAL PROTOTYPE
Launch the design of this iteration. We have experienced significant difficulties in anticipating global needs
at this stage.

DATA
BINDING

BASE SERVICES

OBJECTIVES
In the context of a combined rail/road transport company, the idea is to
implement a decision-making aid system based on a real time supervision
and simulation system which coordinates traffic, and therefore enables the
management of crisis or deteriorating situations.
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PROJECT : SWATK
SOGETI WEB ACCESSIBILITY
TOOLS KIT K

MAIN RESULTS
SWAFE
Partial integration into the development environment.
Communication with SWAES not developed.

SWAES
Expert systems and repository of specific tests.
Initial automation of simple accessibility tests.

“HOW TO ENSURE THAT THE NEW INFORMATION MEDIA
CAN BE USED BY EVERYONE ?”

SWACB
First defined data model.
Choice of the type of database defined.

SUPPORT AND EQUIP WEBSITE AND WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPERS
By implementing a development environment (“integrated”) specific to accessibility. This environment must be an educational
tool which will help perform the required unit tests.
AUTOMATE WEB ACCESSIBILITY TEST AND TEST MONITORING
Via the implementation of a centralized tool, specifically adapted and customizable according to the accessibility guidelines
selected.
SOGETI WEB ACCESSIBILITY TOOLS KIT

SOGETI WEB
ACCESSIBILITY
FRAMEWORK
EXTENSION

SWAFE

SWAES

MULTI
FRAMEWORKS

AUTOMATED EVALUATION

VSTUDIO
SYS.
EXPERT

PLUG IN

ECLIPSE

“SMART
ASSISTANT”

SOGETI WEB
ACCESSIBILITY
EVALUATION
SYSTEM

INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH
The method is the same for all 3 modules:
Study.
Design.
Implementation.
Test.
In an iterative manner.

....

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

MULTI TECHNOLOGIES
(AND SUPPORTS)

CONTENU

WCAG
ACCESSIWEB
RGAA
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SWACB

PROJECTS

PROJECTS

MULTI
GUIDELINES

WEB ACCESSIBILITY
“Involve all solution developers and support them by using simple and effective tools. “

WEB 1.0
BDD

WEB 2.0
ASSESSMENT TOOLS

RIA

ARIA

MOBILES

...

...

BROWSERS

TOOLS-AUTHOR

ASSISTANCE TECHNOLOGIES

SOGETI WEB ACCESSIBILITY COMMON BASELINE
ACCESSIBILITY DIRECTIVES

The project was split into 3 modules:
SWAFE: module used to integrate several software packages via a Framework.
SWAES: module used to automatically generate the tests based on SWAFE information.
SWACB: module memorizing the meta-models as well as the settings of the different WEB techniques and supports.

DEVELOPERS

USERS
ATAG
HTML

XML

WCAG
CSS

SVG

UAAG
SMIL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ETC.

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

SWATK
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PROJECT : U2
UNIFIED PLANT

MAIN RESULTS
PROJECT CONVERGENCE ARCHITECTURE
We have two frameworks within the JAVA and MICROSOFT environments, which operate using an identical architecture and are used as a model for automatic code generation.

“IS ZERO CODING POSSIBLE, REGARDLESS OF
THE LANGUAGE ?”
OBJECTIVES
Provide our customers with the tools which will enable them to generate code based on the UML modeling of their need. Propose an industrial process making it possible to automate repetitive and low value-added tasks to focus the efforts on design
and architecture.
COMMUNICATION

CHALLENGES
The idea is to minimize the development intervention to achieve a 70%
automation target. The tools developed must combine MICROSOFT and
JAVA technologies. Part of the tool developed proposes a model making
it possible to anticipate, based on a user description, the overall workload
required to provide the service expected by the users, regardless of the
technology selected.

AUTOMATIC CODE GENERATION
We are currently capable of proposing application overhaul operations to our customers at a cost 60% lower
than that of our competitors, by using a local automatic code generation solution based on ACCELEO’s MDA
concepts which we have enriched and improved.

ORCHESTRATION

MODELS THE CUSTOMER’S
BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS TO
GENERATE FUNCTIONAL AND
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
MODELS

BPM

USES PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION
MODELS TO GENERATE DESIGN
MODELS

FORGE
The workings of the Design Project have helped us implement the SPEM 2.0 modeling as part of the modeling
of templates, special cases and development process stages. We wish to extend this concept to all stages
of the development process via the software forge. We believe it is possible to build a forge to automate the
production of a software application as much as possible, in accordance with Agile processes (initially SCRUM)
and with CLAS + and PYGMALION target architectures that we have defined in our previous projects.

SPECIFICATION

DESIGNS THE TECHNICAL SOLUTION BASED ON THE MODELS
GENERATED IN THE PREVIOUS
PHASE

DESIGN

INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH

EXTERNAL SYSTEMS

SERVICE
CONSUMERS
MICROSOFT ARCHITECTURE
.NET

PRESENTATION LAYER

JAVA ARCHITECTURE
MVC
GWT EXT

IU COMPONENTS

IMPLEMENTATION
OPEN SOURCE

GENERATES THE SOLUTION
ON A MICROSOFT OR OPEN
SOURCE PLATFORM (JAVAJ2EE)

JSON

Project BPM Studio
Ss- business modeling project
mod. bd pattems business
POC 1

MICROSOFT
IMPLEMENTATION
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ASPX

SERVICES LAYER
INTERFACES
SERVICES

WSOL
WSOL

COMPONENTS

ENTITIES

DICTIONARIES
/ TOOLS

WF
RULES

SPRING
.NET

DATA LAYER
COMPONENTS
ACCESS

SPRING
.NET
LINQ TO
OBJECT

APPLICATION FACADE

AGENTS
SERVICE

SOAP

SOAP

BUSINESS LAYER
WORKFLOWS

POC 2

Project Uniﬁed Framework

JAVA + J2EE

WCF

TYPES
OF MESSAGES

POC 1

FOLLOWS BUSINESS
DELEGATE

LINQ TO
ENTITIES

SPRING
IOC

SPRING
AOP

SPRING
DOC
SPRING
AOP
ALTERNATE

SPRING
REMOTE

SPRING
DAO

AXIS

QUALIFIES THE APPLICATION
GENERATED

QUALIFICATION

IN 2010

Ss-Project Spéciﬁcation

mod. Business rules modeling software
POC 1

POC

Project
CLAS +

POC 2
mod. Screen modeling software
POC 1
POC 2

Ss-Project Conception

Project
Pygmalion

mod. Java architecture
POC

POC 1

POC nP

mod. Generation engine
POC 1

POC n

mod. archI. Microsoft
POC 1
DATA
SOURCES

SERVICES

2008
SQL SERVER

MY SQL

PROJECTS

COMMUNICATION
(SYNDROME / ASYNDROME - TRANSACTIONNEL)

SÉCURITÉ

GOUVERNANCE

COUCHE TRANSVERSES

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

PROJECTS

SPRING DOC
IU PROCESSES

POC 2
mod. Business analysis meta-model

January
2009

February
2009

mod. meta
POC nP

March
2009

April
2009

POC n

POC 1

May
2009

June
2009

July
2009

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

USERS
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PROJECT :
HYPERVISOR

MAIN RESULTS
FLOW COMMUNICATION
Interconnection between supervision and incident management tools.

“HOW TO ENABLE A 360° VIEW OF THE INFRASTRUCTURES
AND APPLICATIONS ?”

COHERENCE AND VISION BETWEEN THE INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE BUSINESS
Ability to produce reports and statistics on the required items in real time.

OBJECTIVES
Benefit from an efficient tool allowing us to control the availability of the resources of a complex information system in real time
and extract efficient indicators based on ITIL Processes. New components will be added such as the power consumption plugin, automatic mapping and the management of user simulation.
DESIGNING A CMDB WITH ALL SUPERVISION-RELATED EVENTS
Building an extended CMDB model taking into account the different types of components.

CHALLENGES
• Centralize and harmonize storage.
• Obtain an application view of the customer’s perception in real time.
• Create the notion of SLA/OLA.
• Develop elaborate identification functions based on an SSO.
• Put in place efficient reporting, statistical and analytical functions.
• Develop the flows and interfaces necessary for the advanced management of requests and ITIL availability.

INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH
Integrate and modify a large number of Open Source software packages.

APPLICATION
VIEW

FUNCTIONAL
ANALYSIS

SSO MODULE

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION
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MANTIS OCS
CHANGES

MAKING THE
SOLUTION
SECURE
HYPOTHESES

GLPI MANTIS
PROBLEM

CMDB

MANTIS NAGIOS
EVENTS

ANALYSIS (OK OR
CYCLE LEVEL)

CHOICE

TEST AND TEST DECK

ORGANIC ANALYSIS

INTERCONNECTION TO BE
DEVELOPED BY SOGETI

GLPI
CONFIGURATION
OCS

EXISTING MODULE

OCS GLPI
INVENTORIES

EXISTING FLOWS
FLOWS TO BE DEVELOPED
BY SOGETI

PROGRAMMING

PROJECTS

PROJECTS

GLPI NAGIOS
INCIDENTS

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION

NAGIOS
SUPERVISION
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PROJECT : SMAC
SYSTEM MONITORING
CETACEAN ACOUSTICS

MAIN RESULTS

CHOICE OF HARDWARE
Moderate power consumption enabling “continuous” use over 18 hours (approximately) by
battery, despite a powerful CPU and extensive
memory space.

“WHAT IT TOOLS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
AND THE PRESERVATION OF SPECIES ?”
OBJECTIVES
Development of a passive acoustic system (hydrophone towed by a sailboat) capable of continuously detecting, recording and
classifying the acoustic emissions of cetaceans. Made up of 6 tabs:
• LISTENING : Visualizes on the screen the signal received from the hydrophone via a sound card, in terms of frequency (spectrogram) and amplitude (oscilloscope).
• ROUTE LOG : Enables the operator to enter information describing the marine environment or relating to cetaceans, subject
to expiry date indicators (green, yellow, red lights).
• DB : Manages “Observation sheets” which can be exported to an “Access” database.
• RECOGNITION OF WHISTLES AND CLICKS : Must enable the user to “Work” a portion of signal selected in a chosen file,
to identify the sound it contains and extract a contour to deduce the cetacean species most likely to have emitted this sound.
• SYSTEM CONFIGURATION : Manages the configuration of the SMAC.

LISTENING MODULE
Satisfactory for frequencies up to 48 kHz, but
is being adapted to accommodate High Frequencies (96 and 192 kHz).
ROUTE LOG MODULE
A request by the GREC still has to be taken
into consideration, concerning the method
used to manage expiry date indicators for the
validity of the data input by the operator.
DB MODULE
The management of observation sheets appears to work correctly. However, we still
need to ensure that the export of observation
sheets from the SMAC to the database currently used by the GREC is working smoothly.

WHISTLE RECOGNITION
The complex transcription into JAVA
or under SCILAB of the functions existing in the GREC’s SEA- FOX module (in MATLAB) is ongoing.

CLICK RECOGNITION
The acoustic data will not be sufficient to recognize the species who
emitted clicks. This requires the
processing of chronological data
which does not currently exist. The
algorithms to be applied must be invented from scratch.
CONFIGURATION MODULE
Its ergonomics and the functioning
mode selected were not very user
friendly in actual operating mode.
The overhaul of this tab seems inevitable.

CHALLENGES
• the system must capture all cetacean vocalizations.
• 60 to 70% of the recognition of species must be automatic.
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HOME

LISTENING

ROUTE LOG

DB

WHISTLE
RECOGNITION

CLICK
RECOGNITION

Implementation of a reliable platform making it possible to detect cetaceans.

PROJECTS

• Methods and resources implemented.
• Developments made.
• Modeling exercises.
• Simulations.
• Tests.
• Research prototypes.

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION
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PROJECTS

INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH
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PROJECT :
IPV4 TO IPV6

MAIN RESULTS
NETWORK MAPPING TOOLS
Non-invasive network discovery tool. Makes it possible to identify all the elements present in the network
as well as the information useful for the migration (operating systems, services, products, versions). This
tool is based on adapted and encapsulated existing products to respond to our problems.

“HOW TO ANTICIPATE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
NEW NETWORKS ? ”
OBJECTIVES
According to analysts and the interpretation of the address space occupation curves, IPV4 addresses should be exhausted by
2011-2012 (Mohsen SOUISSI, AFNIC, JTR’2008, Nancy).
Even though nobody is currently rushing to switch to IPv6, this migration will be compulsory in the future.
CHALLENGES
Be ready before the deadline to help businesses migrate from IPv4 to IPv6. Create a comprehensive offer with innovative diagnosis and simulation tools.
Enhance the testing offer to include the IPv6 issue and be capable of certifying services based on this protocol.

IPV4/IPV6 KNOWLEDGE BASE
Initialize a knowledge base relating to IPv4/IPv6 migration problems and solutions. The base will be automatically enhanced over time.

DECISION-MAKING AID AND MIGRATION
Inference engine using the results of the two previous modules to assist the migration team
on the best choices available for a seamless migration.

INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH
OUR LABORATORY

• Initial idea: What is the IPv4 to IPv6 migration offer? None! It is up to us to create it.
• A challenge over an uncertain period. The migration is not D-day type, unlike what happened for Y2000.
• Constitution of a team, skills development on an extremely specific technical issue.
• Implementation of a development platform with operational IPv6 access.
• Examination of technical aspects: configuration, security, mobility.
• Best practices on cohabitation between IPv4 and IPv6. IPv6 will not directly replace IPv4. There will be a long cohabitation period.
• Participation in the reflections of the IPv6 community. Work with ISC to complete the DHCPv6 protocol.

6TO4 TUNNEL PORTAL
- IPV4 213.56.228.243
- IPV6 2001:470:1F12:97C::2

VMWARE ESX HYPERVISOR
MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO SIMULATE A
NETWORK OF MACHINES IN DIFFERENT IPV6 VIRTUAL SUB-NETWORKS

TUNNEL BROKER 6TO4
- IPV4 216.66.84.42
- IPV6 2001:470:1F12:97C::1
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PROJECTS

DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

VIRTUAL SIMULATION PLATFORM

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION
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PROJECTS

A new offer and new tools to support and control business costs for this necessary migration.
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PROJECT :
ANALYZER

MAIN RESULTS
SEARCH FOR WEAKNESSES
• Identification of software and security weaknesses not yet inventoried.
• Constitution of a multi-language test case base making it possible to test the “non regression” of the
research algorithm.

“IS ZERO DEFECT POSSIBLE BY CONSTRUCTION ? ”

RESEARCH ALGORITHM
• Creation of a multi-language and security-focused defect detection solution.
• Optimization and implementation of the algorithm in several programming languages: java, PHP, C,
C++, VB.

OBJECTIVES
Identify to what extent it is possible to:
• formalize what a defect is in a clear and unambiguous manner,
• objectively analyze the source code of all applications to identify defect occurrences,
• create tools to report the alerts found,
• integrate international nomenclatures,
• integrate analysis algorithms into complex environments/architectures (multi-core and multi-processors).

RESTITUTION SOLUTION
• Creation of a management database to integrate and administer the different objects concerned by the
analysis.
• Development of an ergonomically satisfactory restitution solution which can be integrated into certain
commercial IDEs via plug-ins.

CHALLENGES
Make the source code reliable, reduce risks and produce results making it possible to improve the source code.

INNOVATION PROJECT APPROACH
Major breakthrough in the efficiency of the search for defects in certain languages.

INITIAL RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
INITIAL RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

SOGETI : INSIGHT ON INNOVATION
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PROGRAMMING
OF THE RESEARCH
RESULTS

VALIDATION BY
TEST DECKS

EXECUTION ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

PROPOSALS
DEFINITION OF THE OBJECTIVES
ACCORDING TO RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

START OF THE OPERATIONAL PHASE AND
VALIDATION OF THE HYPOTHESES

ANALYSIS AND RESTITUTION ACCORDING
TO THE RESULTS

PROJECTS

PROJECTS

RESEARCH
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EXECUTION WITH
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TEST CASE
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SOGETI: MORE THAN 18,600 PROFESSIONALS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

www.sogeti.com

